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Abstract
The rapidly increasing speed of servers, storage, and network connections is stressing traditional network transport systems beyond their
ability to support modern architectures and applications. A more efficient transport is required to reduce latency, free up CPU processing
power, realize the full potential of flash storage, and support web-scale deployments. Remote direct memory access (RDMA) is a popular
way to improve network efficiency for broad use cases. In particular, RDMA over Converged Ethernet (RoCE) has proven to be the most
efficient, scalable, and popular solution to support RDMA in cloud and enterprise on an Ethernet network. The HPE StoreFabric M-series
Ethernet switches are ideally suited for high-performance networks supporting both RoCE and TCP traffic.

The need for more efficient networking
Faster servers demand more data
Today’s servers are supporting higher speeds and heavier, more powerful computing. Renewed competition in the CPU world between Intel®,
Power 9, AMD, and Arm® is keeping the growth rate of compute power high. Top-line servers can already drive 100 Gb/s or more of
throughput and often have co-processors such as GPUs or FPGAs that deliver even more compute power and demand correspondingly
more throughput. Power 9 servers already support PCIe Gen4, allowing a single 16-lane PCIe slot to support 200 Gb/s of throughput, and
other CPU architectures will support PCIe Gen4 in the near future.
In addition, the switch from VMs to more efficient containers means more compute instances can run on each physical server, increasing
compute and I/O density. And the increasing use of scale-out architectures, microservices, and distributed computing for Big Data, machine
learning (ML), and artificial intelligence (AI) also increase the amount of east-west traffic between servers for both compute and storage. As
a result, it’s common for modern servers to require at least one 25GbE connection and the faster servers are using 40, 50, or 100GbE.

Faster storage needs faster networks
The revolution in flash storage has increased storage throughput by two orders of magnitude, going from spinning hard drives to NAND
flash. Today, a single NAND-based NVMe SSD can support throughput of 20 Gb/s and latencies as low as 80 µs. Newer non-volatile
memory (NVM) products support up to 40 Gb/s and latencies as low as 10 µs. Flash arrays are being designed with 24 or 32 NVMe SSDs
need to support as much as 400 Gb/s of I/O bandwidth for large reads and 100–200 Gb/s for large writes. And this trend will continue, with
new and even faster NVM technologies such as 3D X-Point, MRAM, and phase-change memory.
As storage gets faster, the network runs faster with more bandwidth and lower latency, along with more efficiency. Having either a
bandwidth bottleneck or a high-latency network will limit storage performance and prevent customers from realizing the full value of their
high-performance flash storage.

Figure 1. Faster SSDs can fill a 25GbE connection, easily exceeding what traditional 10GbE or 8/16 Gb Fibre Channel networks can support.
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Faster networks require more efficient transport
Due to the increasing performance needs of servers and increasing performance ability of solid-state storage, faster network speeds are
rapidly being adopted. Shipments of 25GbE and 100GbE are increasing rapidly and adoption will be even faster over the next two years.
Analysts forecast annual shipments of 100GbE server-class adapter ports will grow nearly 20X from 2017 to 2022, while 25GbE
server-class adapter ports will grow by over 100X in the same time period. 1
Today all major server vendors and many storage vendors already offer the option to add 25, 40, 50, or 100GbE networking ports.
HPE servers such as the HPE ProLiant, HPE Cloudline, HPE Moonshot, and HPE Synergy series offer these speeds using FlexibleLOM or
standard PCIe adapters. (Sample HPE OPNs for high-speed network adapters and HPE servers include 817753-B21, 817749-B21,
825110-B21, 825111-B21, and 830052-B21).
By 2022, network adapters running 25, 40, 50, or 100GbE (or even 200GbE) speeds will comprise 63.4% of the high-speed (10 Gb/s or
faster) networking market, up from 17% of the market in 2016.2

Figure 2. Ethernet networking adapters’ revenue from 25GbE or faster speeds will represent over 63% of the high-speed networking adapter market by 2022.

As network speeds increase, the amount of CPU required to run traditional TCP/IP or storage traffic also increases. Thus enterprises and
service providers face a paradox—as they invest in more powerful servers and faster storage, they must divert an increasing portion of the
new CPU cores on each to running the faster network connections. The faster network speeds demand additional CPU resources within both
the storage initiator (typically an application server) and within the target (storage array) to process network traffic, especially with TCP/IP.
Testing by analyst Demartek in 2017 shows that filling one 100GbE connection with TCP/IP traffic could consume up to 18% of the CPU
power on a 20-core server (2x Intel® Xeon® E5-2690 v2 CPUs with 10 cores each at 3.0 GHz). This means one 100GbE connection was
consuming nearly 4 cores equivalent on a modern x86 CPU. These cores are no longer available for application or storage tasks and could
easily be worth $700–$1000, assuming 18% of server that costs $4,000–$5,500.3

1, 2
3

Server-class adapter and LOM/Controller Long Range Forecast 2018-2022, Crehan Research, January 2018
Documented in the Demartek RoCE Deployment Guide, published January 2017
demartek.com/Reports_Free/Demartek_IBTA_RoCE_Deployment_Guide_2017-01.pdf
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RDMA eliminates the network bottleneck and network transport tax
The most efficient answer to meet the needs of faster servers, storage, and network speeds is to use RDMA. This enables direct memory
transfers between servers, or between servers and storage, without burdening the CPU with networking tasks. It also avoids making extra
copies of the data in the kernel, buffers, or network stack and allows the network adapter to offload network processing from the CPU cores.
On initiators (servers), this frees up CPU cores to run applications, VMs, containers, and management software. On storage targets (arrays),
the CPU cores can run storage-related tasks such as data protection (RAID, snapshots, replication), data efficiency (compression,
deduplication, thin provisioning), storage protocols, or simply support more simultaneous client read/write operations.
Because of hardware network offloads, RDMA increases efficiency and reduces latency to support a higher number of messages per second
or IOPS than using TCP. In many cases, it increases effective bandwidth, bringing it closer to the network’s line rate.

Figure 3. RDMA allows network traffic to bypass the CPU, avoid the use of TCP, and eliminate extra copies of the data to increase performance and free up CPU cores.

Choosing the best RDMA transport
RDMA options
There are two popular RDMA transport options on the market today—InfiniBand™ and RoCE™. InfiniBand is very popular, efficient, and
well-proven RDMA transport in high-performance computing (HPC), scale-out storage, technical computing, and certain cloud environments.
RoCE is the predominant RDMA choice for enterprise and cloud, who largely run Ethernet. All the RDMA standards support varying wire
speeds up to 100 Gb/s, but multiple factors make RoCE the preferred choice for Ethernet deployments.

The most efficient RDMA
RoCE is the most efficient RDMA transport on Ethernet. It avoids the use of TCP, which is both inefficient for high-performance network
transport and expensive in terms of CPU resources. RoCE was designed from the beginning and from the ground up as an efficient RDMA
transport, whereas other choices either use proprietary interconnects (not Ethernet) or force-fit RDMA on top of TCP, which is inherently
inefficient for high-bandwidth, low-latency data transfers.
To get around this, other RDMA technologies either onload the transport to the CPU—which is not true RDMA—or rely on NICs with
hardware TCP offload engine (TOE) technology, which increases the cost and power consumption of the adapters. The use of TOE adapters
has also fallen out of fashion because it precludes using a standard networking software stack and can prevent the implementation of the
latest performance, SDN, or security features when using TCP on the same network.
RoCE is supported by a variety of highly efficient NICs that offload the RoCE network transport and RDMA transfers without relying on TCP
or requiring proprietary TOE hardware. At the same time, these NICs can also support high-performance TCP networking with the latest
innovations and protocol stacks.
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Most flexible RDMA
RoCE can run in different types of networking environments depending on the needs of the application and users. It is routable for use on
Layer 2 or Layer 3 networks. Performance can be optimized by using either data center bridging (DCB) with its priority flow control (PFC) to
create a lossless network, or by using RoCE congestion management supported by explicit congestion notification (ECN) in a lossy network.
The network adapters are generally RDMA NICs (rNICs) that do RoCE offloads in hardware, but RoCE offloads can also be run in software as
Soft-RoCE, allowing any standard NIC to be used to connect to a RoCE network.

Broadest vendor support for RoCE
RoCE has the broadest support of any RDMA protocol other than InfiniBand. There are three large network adapter vendors supporting
RoCE—Broadcom, Cavium, and Mellanox—and all of them support RoCE at both low and high speeds up to 100GbE. These are the three
largest rNIC vendors4 in the world and three of the four largest NIC vendors overall after Intel.5 They dominate the growing market for
high-speed network adapters.
Other RDMA options have fewer and smaller adapter vendors. Most of the customers using these other adapters either use them for RoCE
or do not use RDMA at all. Other Ethernet RDMA standards are not as mature and have far fewer deployments. In some cases, the
implementations of Ethernet RDMA solutions other than RoCE, have undergone less multi-vendor interoperability testing and/or only run at
slower speeds, making them less valuable for supporting storage networks with RDMA.
As RDMA becomes more popular, it’s clear that RoCE has the best vendor support in number and size of vendors, interoperability testing,
and broad support for high-speed Ethernet up to 100 Gb/s.

RDMA has more software support
In addition to having the strongest vendor support, RoCE has also garnered more software support than other options. It is supported by
more hypervisors, storage software vendors, and applications than any other Ethernet RDMA transport.
• VMware® supports RoCE
• Oracle supports InfiniBand and RoCE
• IBM Spectrum Scale (formerly known as IBM GPFS) supports InfiniBand and RoCE
• Lustre supports InfiniBand and RoCE
• Apache Spark and Hadoop support RoCE
• Some ML solutions support RoCE—most do not support other RDMA options
• The software-defined storage (SDS) vendors supporting iSCSI over RDMA (iSER) and NVMe over Fabrics (NVMe-oF) all support RoCE
and/or InfiniBand, while very few have tested any other RDMA options
• Nearly all NVMe-oF demonstrations, designs, and customer deployments have used RoCE (or InfiniBand)
Windows® Hyper-V and Storage Spaces Direct are one of the few hypervisor/hyperconverged solutions to fully support multiple RDMA
solutions (including both RoCE and InfiniBand) within their SMB 3.0 protocol over SMB Direct. However, most or all of the SMB Direct
demonstrations and Microsoft® Azure’s internal implementation of RDMA appears to mostly or entirely use RoCE and InfiniBand.
So while some software vendors support other RDMA standards in theory, in practice almost all of the deployments and demonstrations on
Ethernet use RoCE, and many applications have tested only RoCE (or RoCE and InfiniBand) for RDMA. They recognize that RoCE enjoys
superior performance, broader vendor support, and wider market adoption.

4

In 2017, the five largest Ethernet NIC (including FCoE) vendors were, in descending order: Intel, Mellanox, Cisco, Broadcom, and Cavium/QLogic, according to the Q1 2018
Crehan Quarterly Market Shares for Ethernet Server Adapter and LOM Controllers.
5
In 2017, Cisco held the third largest share of Ethernet adapters but did not offer an rNIC, with the vast majority of its Ethernet NIC revenue coming from unified NICs that
support both regular Ethernet and FCoE. Not counting Intel and Cisco, the remaining three of the largest five NIC vendors—Mellanox, Broadcom, and Cavium/QLogic—all
supported RoCE.
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What about Fibre Channel?
Fibre Channel (FC) is both a protocol (FCP) and a physical network. It does not actually support RDMA. Since it is still a popular choice for
enterprise block storage and it does include some hardware offloads in the adapter, vendors and customers often ask about using FC
instead of RoCE, especially for NVMe-oF.6 The many limitations of FC prevent it from gaining the same kind of traction as RoCE:
• Only supports block storage—cannot be used for file or object
• Does not support Big Data, machine learning, scale-out storage, or hyperconverged infrastructure
• Cannot carry compute traffic—when deploying an FC-SAN, you always need a separate Ethernet network
• Lower network speeds and higher latencies than RoCE—no RDMA offloads
• No FC in the cloud
• Lack of innovation and high prices, due to the limited competition
It is no surprise that FC adapter revenue and port shipments have been declining since 2011 and are projected to continue declining.

FC vs. High-Speed Ethernet Adapter Revenue
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Figure 4. FC adapter revenue has declined since 2011 and is likely to continue declining. High-speed (10 Gb/s and higher) Ethernet adapter revenue continues to grow rapidly. 7

6
7

The use of NVMe-oF on FC, or FC-NVMe, was approved in June 2017, one year after NVMe-oF officially supported RDMA.
Crehan Quarterly Market Shares—Server Class Adapter and LOM Controller, Crehan Research, Q4 17
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The market chooses a winner—RoCE
Looking at actual deployments and unit shipments, it’s clear that RoCE is by far the most popular choice for RDMA on Ethernet. Sales of
RoCE-enabled adapters exceeded $150 million in 2016, according to analysts, while sales of iWARP adapters were less than $30 million.8
Even though not all RDMA-capable adapters have RDMA turned on today, it is clear that sales of RoCE-capable adapters is at least five
times larger than sales of iWARP-capable adapters. In addition, large cloud service providers and hyperscalers recognize the inherent
limitations of iWARP as an RDMA transport. This is evident by those who have implemented RDMA are using RoCE at scale while no one is
using iWARP.

RoCE use cases
RoCE has many use cases that are increasingly popular in the enterprise and cloud. Network administrators and IT executives are under
increasing pressure to accelerate application performance and thereby need to ensure that their networks and application are ready to
support RoCE.

Storage
Several standardized storage protocols support or require RDMA: SMB Direct, NFS over RDMA, iSER, SCSI RDMA Protocol (SRP), and
NVMe-oF. All of them except SRP support RoCE. Most of them support iWARP, but nearly all of the customer implementation, storage array
implementations, demonstrations, and proofs of concept (POCs) utilize RoCE. For example, the storage vendors shipping iSER support all
test and ship RoCE-capable adapters.
NVMe-oF is the most talked-about storage technology development over the last four years. Similar to iSER, all the NVMe-oF customer
implementations, POCs, and storage vendor demonstrations that use Ethernet are using RoCE.9
The top scale-out file systems—IBM Spectrum Scale, Lustre, and Gluster all clearly support RoCE. The innovative startups doing scale-out
with NVMe-oF (such as E8 Storage, Excelero) support RoCE. For all these, discussions with the vendors and a review of their websites show
that support for iWARP is either non-existent or not tested. (Also none of them support FC.)
RoCE is the clear leader when it comes to storage as it typically demonstrates a performance increase of 20 to 100% when using RoCE
instead of TCP, and latency is typically reduced from 15 to 50%.10

Big Data
Big Data has been in use for many years but is enjoying broader adoption across all markets. The increasing use of e-commerce, mobile
communications, video surveillance, electronic health records, and social media means far more data is available for digital capture and
analysis. This data is of interest to vendors, retailers, distributors, marketers, and governments. Big Data solutions use distributed computing
and storage, and the distribution and sorting of the data consume significant amounts of processing power through the overall analysis time.
Using RoCE to accelerate the data sharing and sorting can produce significant performance gains.
Popular Big Data architectures use Hadoop or NoSQL databases and many use Apache Spark for analytics. Both Hadoop and Spark support
RoCE and show significant performance increases from RoCE across many use cases.

Machine learning and artificial intelligence
Starting in 2016, deployments of ML and AI have exploded. Previously popular only in research or HPC environments, these technologies
are now increasingly used by enterprises and cloud or Web 2.0 service providers. The growth of autonomous cars, Internet of Things,
increasingly automated analysis of Big Data, e-commerce, cybersecurity threats, and digital video are all factors in the rapid expansion of
ML/AI technology. Both the learning/training and the inferencing stages of AI demand high network performance, so many types of ML and
AI technology can use RDMA via RoCE.

8

Crehan Quarterly Market Shares—Server Class Adapter and LOM Controller, Crehan Research, Q1 18
As of the publication of this paper, some shipping NVMe-oF systems use InfiniBand and one or two non-shipping demos support FC-NVMe. None of the known production
NVMe-oF storage solutions use iWARP
10
Examples available in an article about Windows Storage Spaces Direct—In Modern Datacenters, The Latency Tail Wags the Storage Dog, The Next Platform, March 2018
9
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Hypervisors and virtualization
Windows Hyper-V has supported RoCE since 2012 and VMware ESXi™ has supported RoCE since 2016. Windows uses RoCE to support
SMB Direct as either a storage networking connection or a hyperconverged data sharing protocol. VMware supports iSCSI Extensions over
RDMA (iSER) over RoCE for connecting the hypervisor to storage and allows VMs to access RoCE directly by using Single Route I/O
Virtualization (SR-IOV). More recently, VMware has been working to add RoCE-enabled network drivers in the box, making it easier for their
customers to leverage RDMA performance to storage.

Hyperconverged
Hyperconverged infrastructure (HCI), such as HPE SimpliVity, is one of the fastest-growing categories of IT infrastructure. It allows a cluster
of servers to each contribute compute, storage, hypervisor, and management to a shared pool that can run many applications. Various HCI
solutions are starting to support RoCE for RDMA to achieve faster performance, especially for storage replication and live migration of virtual
machines.

HPE StoreFabric M-series Ethernet Switch: Ideal for RoCE deployments
Storage optimized with high performance
The new HPE StoreFabric M-series is the first storage-optimized Ethernet switch capable of providing superior RoCE support and for
building an Ethernet Storage Fabric (ESF). It offers the highest levels of performance measured in both bandwidth and latency, supporting
from 8 to 64 ports per switch with speeds from 1GbE to 100GbE per port. All the HPE M-series models are non-blocking and allow enough
uplink ports to build a fully non-blocking fabric. The latency is not only the lowest (300 nanoseconds port-to-port) of any generally available
Ethernet switch,11 but the silicon, software, and buffers are designed to keep latency consistently low across any mix of port speeds, port
combinations, and packet sizes. This prevents congestion and helps optimize RoCE performance.
The HPE M-series intelligent buffer design ensures physical memory is allocated to the ports that need it most. This assures I/O is treated
fairly across all switch port combinations and packet sizes. Other switch designs typically segregate their buffer space into port groups,
which makes them up to 4X more likely to overflow and lose packets during a traffic microburst.12 This buffer segregation can also lead to an
uneven performance where different ports exhibit wildly different performance under load despite being rated for the same speed.

Storage intelligence and management
The HPE M-series family has features specific to optimizing current and future storage networking including RDMA. These include support
for DCB, including DCBX, Enhanced Transmission Specification (ETS), and PFC. It also includes support for ECN, which can be used for RoCE
as well. Congestion notifications are sent out more quickly with HPE M-series switches than with other switches, resulting in faster response
times from endpoints in the network and smoother RoCE traffic flows.
The HPE M-series switches have strong telemetry features for monitoring throughput, latency, and traffic levels on every port. The NEO
management tool makes it easy to configure, monitor, and update many switches from a central management point using an intuitive GUI.
NEO offers the following benefits:
• Network provisioning automation: Includes zero-touch and one-click provisioning
• Configuration management: Deploys, backs up, and restores switch configurations
• Software management: Automates software updates of the HPE M-series switches
• Task management: Offers task scripting, scheduling, and automation
• Network visibility: Provides in-depth visibility into network health, traffic, and performance
• Third-party integrations: Integrates with storage, cloud, and application management tools, including HPE 3PAR and HPE Nimble Storage
management tools

11

HPE StoreFabric M-series and Mellanox Spectrum switches have been repeatedly tested to show port-to-port latencies of 300 nanoseconds (300 ns) vs. port-to-port
latencies of 450 ns or higher for other popular Ethernet switches.
12
The different handling of microbursts, packet loss, and buffer management was shown in independent testing by the Tolly Group and documented in a Tolly Report, available
here: mellanox.com/tolly/
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These capabilities are important for ensuring the highest performance and best user experience when deploying RoCE on high-speed
networks. Any slowdowns or congestion at the server, storage, or switch levels can be quickly detected and fixed, ensuring applications
continue to experience an excellent performance from RoCE as the workloads change and the network grows. In addition, the HPE M-series
switches have container support, allowing customized HPE storage management tools to run on the switches.

Tests and benchmarks with RoCE
Numerous benchmarks and tests have been run to demonstrate the performance advantage of RoCE over TCP/IP networking and the
advantages of deploying HPE M-series switches for RoCE traffic.

RoCE vs. TCP
In this test, 16 hosts wrote to one target using RoCE and TCP/IP. Each sending host used 64 QPairs and total throughput and CPU
utilization were both measured over a time interval of approximately 130 seconds. In this case, RoCE was running on a network using only
congestion management with ECN and was not using PFC—this was not run on a lossless network. The test demonstrated that RoCE
transmits data consistently closer to line rate and with much lower CPU utilization on the sender.

Figure 5. Testing of RoCE performance using only congestion management without PFC, compared to TCP performance. Testing performed by the Mellanox application
performance team in March 2017.

Apache Spark
Apache Spark is a popular tool for Big Data analysis that benefits significantly from using RoCE. A common benchmark for testing Spark
performance is TeraSort. This test (done in July 2017) used Hadoop 2.6.0 and Spark 2.0.0 with one master, 15 workers, and 28 active
Spark cores on each node, for a total of 420 cores. Each node used RoCE over a 100GbE connection. Using RoCE, the Spark TeraSort
finished in 82 seconds vs. 115 seconds for TCP, a 1.4X improvement in speed. In a GroupByKey benchmark, Spark was 1.39X using RoCE
instead of TCP.
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Figure 6. Spark shows approximately 1.4X better performance when using RDMA vs. TCP, as documented in presentations at the OpenFabrics Alliance.13

Machine Learning
GPUs are in heavy use for ML and a popular way to increase the utilization of these powerful but expensive resources is via GPUDirect™,
which leverages RDMA technology. GPUDirect allows GPUs to communicate with other GPUs across the network by going directly through
the network adapter using RDMA. This can increase GPU throughput up to 9X while reducing latency up to 10X. For TensorFlow, a ResNet
50 benchmark (using ImageNet 2012) showed the GPUs were able to process from 30–50% more images per second using RDMA instead
of TCP/IP.

Figure 7. Test of message passing between GPUs in different servers shows GPUDirect with RDMA can deliver up to 10X lower latency and up to 9X higher bandwidth than
using InfiniBand without GPUDirect.

Figure 8. Test of the ResNet-50 (image recognition) benchmark with 1 to 32 GPUs shows that connecting the GPUs with RDMA on RoCE delivers more images per second
than connecting them with TCP/IP. The more GPUs deployed for this benchmark, the greater the advantage of RDMA over TCP (Published in July 2017).

13

OpenFabrics Workshop (March 2017, YouTube video) and the Spark Summit (October 2017)
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Cloud workloads
Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) is a popular tool for benchmarking performance of cloud-serving data centers. It is often used to
measure transactions in NoSQL databases and has six different workloads with different mixes of reads, inserts, and writes. In January 2018,
IT technology analyst Demartek performed a benchmark using HPE Cloudline Servers (with AMD EPYC processors), an HPE StoreFabric
M-series Ethernet switch and 24 NVMe SSDs. The database software was MongoDB with Excelero NVMesh software managing and
connecting the storage to the database servers using the NVMe-oF protocol running on RoCE for RDMA.
Demartek ran three of the YCSB workloads, processing 2 million records each time and obtained stellar results with consistently low latencies,
much lower than previously published YCSB results.

Figure 9. Demartek testing of YCSB shows excellent performance and scalability, along with low latency, when using RDMA over RoCE with HPE M-series switches (Published
February 2018).

Ceph
Ceph is a popular SDS solution for cloud and OpenStack®. Ceph RDMA is in its second beta and is available now in upstream versions. This
test, carried out in June 2017, compared I/O write bandwidth and write CPU utilization (at the initiator) using Ceph with RDMA vs. Ceph with
TCP. We see that write bandwidth was up to 5X greater with RDMA, especially for larger I/O sizes. The CPU utilization was also better with
RDMA, from 30 to 57% lower than when using TCP.

Figure 10. Ceph RDMA testing performed in June 2017 demonstrates that Ceph with RDMA can deliver up to 5X more bandwidth and up to 57% lower CPU utilization than
Ceph using TCP networking.

SMB Direct for Windows Live Migration
Windows Hyper-V supports the migration of virtual machines while they are in use, called “Live Migration.” The hypervisor must keep
updating the virtual machine while it’s being migrated, so the faster the network transport, the faster the live migration.
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Summary
As faster servers, faster SSDs, and faster network connections become more popular, traditional storage networks and protocols cannot
handle the increasing data traffic. Standard 10GbE and 8 or 16 Gb Fibre Channel networks are unable to support modern servers, storage,
and distributed applications, especially when using the standard TCP/IP transport. This is because TCP/IP was never designed for scale-out
architectures that feature heavy east-west network traffic and cannot tolerate inconsistent or high “long-tail” latencies, while 8 or 16 Gb
Fibre Channel simply does not offer enough bandwidth for the newest servers and storage devices.
RDMA is an ideal way to make the network transport faster and more efficient, and the most popular RDMA for cloud and enterprise is RoCE.
RoCE has strong technical advantages over other network options and, as a result, has seen both broader vendor support and much faster
customer adoption than alternatives.
Deploying RoCE requires choosing switches that offer high-bandwidth, predictably low latency, zero avoidable packet loss, and a non-blocking
architecture. HPE StoreFabric M-series is ideal for supporting RoCE applications because they were designed as storage-specific switches
rather than general purpose data center switches.

Learn more at
Enabling High-performance Ethernet Storage Connectivity
HPE Storage Networking
HPE StoreFabric SN2100M
HPE StoreFabric SN2410M
HPE StoreFabric SN2700M
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